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Horatio Hornblower vs Richard Bolitho
Kai Svensson
The Horatio Hornblower entry in the English language
Wikipedia nicely summarizes Forester’s significant influence on naval fiction during the past 50 years.
The Sharpe novels by Bernard Cornwell were inspired and
Patrick O'Brian's novels were likely influenced by the
Hornblower series, Dudley Pope was encouraged by Forester himself to create his Lord Ramage series and Douglas Reeman's Richard Bolitho series was inspired by
Hornblower and was described as 'the best of Hornblower's successors'.
As it happens, in the 1980’s I started reading Bolitho first,
before reading Hornblower. By now, and especially since I
joined your Society I have also read all of the Hornblowers, repeatedly, and I am beginning to discover other
books by C S Forester. Now I can only agree with the
qualification ‘best of Hornblower's successors’.
There are many interesting differences between both
heros, although of course they have much in common,
professionally as well as in terms of personality. This and
a comparison between Forester and Reeman (writing as
Alexander Kent) is the subject of this article.

Much naval inspiration and many historical facts were
without doubt obtained from copies of the Navy Chronicle,
which he had been reading in the late 1920’s during a
boat trip in continental Europe.

The background of both authors can hardly be more different. Douglas Reeman was born in 1924. He joined the
Royal Navy in 1940 at the age of 16, and served during
World War II and the Korean War. He eventually rose to
the rank of lieutenant. The books he subsequently wrote
are mainly set during either World War II or the Napoleonic Wars. Reeman's Bolitho novels were published between 1969 and 2007.

Forester has decided that Hornblowers actions and battle
locations should take place as much as possible on the
fringes, or away of world events and not in the midst historical battle scenes. The reason for this is unclear. Possibly he wanted to avoid discrepancies with historical facts,
but in doing so I think he made it more difficult for himself.
And discrepancies in the Hornblower sequel still remain,
possibly due to the fact that the books were not written in
chronological order. Neither were the Bolithos, but Reeman decided that Bolitho should be active closer to historical events.

According to the Society website, Forester was born in
1899 and in pursuit of a career as a writer from the moment he prematurely left medical school. In 1937 he created the basics of the Hornblower character while cruising
the Pacific as a passenger on a Norwegian freighter, on
the run from the prospect of a paternity suit from a fading
opera singer in Hollywood (this looks like the story line of
a Broadway comedy but that is another matter).
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While Reeman clearly was of a younger generation than
Forester, this is not the case with the fictional heroes they
created. Hornblower was supposed to be born in 1776,
was a retired admiral-of-the-fleet in 1843 (Hornblower and
the last Encounter) and according to Northcote Parkinson’s fictional biography he died in his armchair in 1858.
Richard Bolitho on the other hand, was born in 1756 and
killed in action against the French in 1815. Their careers
partly overlap but not in rank: Bolitho was promoted from
midshipman to lieutenant before Hornblower was born.
Both started as a midshipman of course, but Bolitho as the
son of an admiral (and brother of a lieutenant), Hornblower as an orphaned youngster without the least connection. Career lines of Boliotho and Hornblower, as compared with those of Edward Pellew and Horatio Nelson are
depicted in the figure below.

Bolitho travelled all seas and oceans that Hornblower did,
and even more: he saw action on the West-African coast,
in the Cape of Good Hope, the Indian ocean (Mauritius
campaign of 1809 – 1811), the East Indies and New South
Wales.
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Richard Bolitho in the later volumes is joined by his
nephew Adam Pascoe, who is later renamed Adam Bolitho. Adam is the son of Richard’s brother Hugh, who desides to join the Americal Revolution (read: War of Independence). That part of the sequel makes interesting
reading, and more than in the Hornblower novels details
both sides of the conflict from a personal perspective of a
“naval family”. Then around 1999 Reeman decided that
Bolitho should die in action against the French in 1815,
but he picks up the series again featuring Adam Bolitho as
Richard Bolithos heir. Forester smartly decided not to let
his hero die.
Richard Bolitho (his friends called him Dick) had a character totally different from Hornblower’s. Did Horatio have a
nickname? To his dismay his crew once cheered him as
Horny (no pun intended?), and that fact that Marie called
him Horrie did not please our hero either. Whereas in the
Bolitho novels there is true friendship and comradeship,
no such feelings ever touched Hornblower in his work,
except maybe in the case of Bush. Hornblower however at
the same time characterized Bush as loyal, competent,
hard working but without imagination, not exactly the most
likely way to think of a true friend. Our heroes’ attitudes
towards and relations with women are also very different.
That is possibly not within the scope of this contribution,
for reason that references would have to be made to the
authors themselves, which I would like to avoid.
Both heroes at times are subject to self-reflection. Hornblower often wonders whether he deserves his success,
and punishes himself in case he thinks he does not meet
his own high standard; always keeping up appearances.
Bolitho also reflects on his competences but in a more
balanced way. About the decisions and actions of his superior he sometimes asks himself: what would I decide in
his place? Without finding a straight answer! Not so in the
case of Hornblower: his superiors are either incompetent,
or above suspicion.
The above is mosly a comparison of differences, but I
think these are not major arguments for placing one hero
above the other. I find them equally sympathetic and enjoyable in their own way. They had much more, obvious
things in common, the times they lived in, their enemies,
their ships and armament. Sickness and death at home,
while at sea. They were both aware of the cruelty of the
enlisted service in war time, and fair and extremely competent and successful leaders of men. Finally: naval war in
Napoleonic times was of course a men’s war, but there is
some more romance in the Bolitho novels than in the
Hornblowers. Whether you like that or not is a matter of
taste, and I would welcome the opinion of one of our female members. Are there any? There should be!
______________
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USS DELAWARE
Pocket Battleship - 1813
Ken Napier
CSF wrote two books about the US Naval War of 1812,
The Captain from Connecticut – Captain Josiah Peabody first published in 1941 - and non-fiction, The Age of Fighting Sail, first published in GB in 1957. He would certainly
have used his researches for Captain Peabody for the
second book. This article is about Peabody’s fictional super-frigate, the USS DELAWARE.
The first is my favourite CSF book, first rate background, a
stimulating hero and the sailing scenes are immaculate.
The non-fiction book is a little less enjoyable. CSF has all
his facts, but they are for me somewhat jumbled, it’s difficult to remember just where we are, and when, in comparison with other areas of the war. CSF also seems to
me to assume the reader has an extensive knowledge of
the period.
The Captain from Connecticut starts with Captain Peabody and his ship the DELAWARE attempting to evade
the British blockade. By this period in the war of 1812, the
blockade was as tight as it could be with scores of British
ships of all sizes deployed the length of the eastern seaboard of the USA. The only way for Peabody to evade the
blockade is to sail in appalling and dangerous weather,
and to use a passage which would not normally be used
even in good clear weather – never mind a blizzard at
night.
The British blockade in turn demanded unceasing seamanship of the highest order, with limited charts, day and
night, often in very difficult conditions. Here’s a note from
the journal of my namesake, Henry Napier, describing
blockading duty:
Found the month of April, on and about St George’s Bank,
extremely unpleasant from bad to worse; very cold, with
damp penetrating fogs, constantly and alternatively
changing to rain with the wind from west round by south to
east, when it hardens into snow and sleet, which continues till it veers to the westward of north, a sure indication
of hard frost; thus the comforts of a winter cruise on the
coast of North America are inexhaustible.
DELAWARE escapes, but only just, the attentions of a two
decker ship of the line – the best ship to take on an American super-frigate, in the right heavy weather conditions.
During the War of Independence, only thirty years before,
the US had seen how a naval force, in this case De
Grasse’s Royalist French Fleet, had seen off Admiral
Graves’ Royal Naval Fleet, in Chesapeake Bay. Graves
failed to break the Franco American blockade, and allowed a French reinforcing army to land, while the besieged British army starved.
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The direct result of this victory was the British Army’s surrender at Yorktown – and the ultimate US victory and Independence.
This was incidentally a mixed blessing for France: the cost
of maintaining a Fleet as well as an Army, and the profligate French Court was too much for Necker, the French
Chancellor – France was bankrupt - and the French Revolution followed shortly afterwards.
The American Navy of 1812 was founded by an act in
March 1794, initially to support the Government’s maritime
ambitions. First it was used to counter French naval attention, in what was called a quasi-war, and a little to defeat
the Barbary forces in North Africa, who had to be bribed to
keep clear of US merchant shipping in the Mediterranean.
But development was sporadic, as Congress never really
appreciated naval affairs, and had forgotten De Grasse’s
victory. First Jefferson and then Madison showed no real
understanding of maritime strategy. Indeed, in 1812,
President Madison even proposed that the super frigates
be used as floating defensive gun batteries. No frigate
was launched after 1801, as a result of political neglect.
Many of the sea-going ships were laid up for long periods,
and allowed to rot, and the wood eventually used to repair
them was not always properly seasoned. Both Jefferson
and Madison considered a large fleet of shore defence
gun boats to be the best – and cheapest – way to defend
the fledgling USA’s maritime interests: this at a time when
the USA had probably the second largest merchant fleet
in the world.
Despite this, in 1812, the US Navy had fourteen ships
available: the three 44 gun super-frigates UNITED
STATES, CONSTITUTION and PRESIDENT, the smaller
frigates CONGRESS, ESSEX, and JOHN ADAMS, and
eight brigs and sloops. There were also the 165 inshore
gunboats described disparagingly by CSF. There were
five other frigates laid up in Ordinary; only three of these
were repaired, CONSTELLATION and CHESAPEAKE
were available quickly, with ADAMS as a corvette ready
for sea in 1813. The fourth of the original super- frigates,
PHILADELPHIA, had run aground in 1803 at Tripoli, under
shore fire, forced to surrender and was subsequently
burnt in an immaculate operation by Decatur – who was to
command the CONSTITUTION in her victory over HMS
JAVA.
The USN benefited from a first rate ship designer, Joshua
Humphreys (Fig. 1). He was not allowed to build ships of
the line, but he built the very largest possible frigates that
Congress would permit and fund. He had been inspired by
the French “rasées” of 1794: “they having cut down several of their 74s to make heavy frigates”. Two had a main
armament of 24-pounder cannons, not the first frigates to
carry this heavy metal, but they were original in that they
all had a continuous upper deck.
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.Fig. 1. Joshua Humphreys, designer of the super-frigates.
This allowed them to have a second tier of heavy carronades on the so-called spar–deck. RN frigates’ main decks
were open, and the main battery guns’ crews were thus
exposed in action to falling blocks, cordage, broken
booms and sails, as well as the weather. With scantlings
at least as solid as ships of the line, they followed Humphreys’ aim:
From the construction of those ships, it is expected the
commanders of them will have it in their power to engage,
or not, any ship they may think proper: and no ship, under
sixty-four, now afloat, but what must submit to them.
This was exactly the principle followed by the German
Navy’s constructors, when building their pocket battleships, again when large scale warship production was
initially precluded.
They were not identical. PRESIDENT was reckoned to be
the best: Bainbridge, who then had command of CONSTITUTION, offered Rodgers, who then had command of
PRESIDENT, $5,000 to change ships – Rodgers refused.
UNITED STATES was the slowest, indeed after she had
captured HMS MACEDONIAN, she was out-sailed by the
jury rigged damaged ship. But when Rodgers first commanded CONSTITUTION he had declared her to be a
slow sailor – this was the result of many tons of barnacles
and weed on her hull, which Rodgers himself had failed to
have removed in her refit.
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CONSTITUTION’s construction explains the strength of
the super frigates. The wood used was a mix of white
pine, longleaf pine, white oak – but especially southern
live oak, from Gascoigne Bluff, Georgia. This was a very
dense wood indeed - weighing up to 75 lbs per cubic foot.
The hull was also built 21” thick, when the norm was 18”.
60 acres of wood were used in her construction. It was
little wonder that some of HMS GUERRIERRE’s broadsides actually bounced off the CONSTITUTION’s side,
giving her the nickname of Old Ironsides. CONSTITUTION was so heavy it took three attempted launchings,
inching down the slipway which eventually had to be reconstructed, before she actually floated. (Fig. 2)

Fig. 2. One of the three attempts to launch the unexpectedly
heavy CONSTITUTION

There were other advantages. They could carry a large
outfit of sails, on a fantastic rig, with skysails on all masts
above the royals. (“Sailing Ships” by Bjorn Landstrom).
Their crews were much larger than the smaller Royal Naval frigates they were to encounter, and the sailors were of
a very high quality – with a much higher percentage of
skilled Topmen, and only a few Landsmen, as CSF notes
in Captain from Connecticut. The relatively small USN
used only 5% of the country’s professional seamen, and
as CSF notes, all volunteer, despite the competition from
the more popular US privateers. With much of the US
merchant fleet blockaded and immobile, there were plenty
of sailors available. By 1812, the RN in comparison was
very stretched with most ships considerably undermanned, and with relatively inexperienced crews.
The super-frigates were 62.2 metres long - only slightly
shorter than HMS VICTORY, a First Rate ship of the line,
at 69 metres.
The guns carried varied too: typically
• UNITED STATES: 30 X 24 pdrs; 2 X 24 pdr and 22
x 42 pdr Carronades
• CONSTITUTION: 30 x 24 pdrs; 1 x 18 pdr and 24 x
32 pdr Carronades
• PRESIDENT: 30 24 pdrs; 2x 24pdr, 1 x 18 pdr & 22
x 42 pdr Carronades.
Armament varied: at one stage CONSTITUTION had 56
guns, but also early on, she had to take onboard 18 pdrs
from a shore battery instead of the 24 pdrs she wanted.
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As CSF notes, the 42 pdr carronades (32 pdrs in the
cases of CONSTITUTION and the fictional DELAWARE)
would have a prodigious effect on the frail scantlings of an
RN frigate, at close range. The weight of the main broadside of 24 pdrs was considerably more than that of a
broadside of 18 pdrs and would cause much more damage - a 24 pdr cannonball would easily penetrate a ship’s
side, where an 18 pdr might not, or even bounce off the
super-frigates. Just to confuse things, CSF refers to
DELAWARE having 18 pdrs! However, the rate of fire for
18 pdrs was greater than that of the 24 pdrs.
The guns themselves were by no means perfectly cast.
CSF has a gun burst which injures Josiah Peabody’s
brother. The Pennsylvania ironworks had great trouble
with their casting, with the occasional bubble forming in
the iron guns. In 1812, Cdre Rodgers’ flagship the PRESIDENT, in pursuit of HMS BELVIDERA, had a blown up
chase gun, which killed and injured sixteen. This kind of
accident naturally worried the guns’ crews. Carronades
were only of use at close range.
The first year of the war had gone well for the US Navy.
The three super-frigates had captured or sunk three RN
frigates, but no attack on a British convoy had taken
place: if one of these vast convoys of two or three hundred ships had been intercepted it is quite possible that
the British government would have fallen. As it was, insurance rates in some areas – but not all - rose considerably.
And the reintroduction of convoys to cope with US naval
attacks, while largely successful, was very time wasting,
as ships assembled and waited for an escort. British frigates were eventually instructed not to engage a big USN
super-frigate, alone.
Large numbers of privateers sailed, initially with some
success, but less than half made many captures, and
many of the British ships taken were recaptured by the
blockading Royal Navy. Indeed none of the whaling ships
captured by ESSEX in the Pacific, in 1813, made it back
to the USA. Eventually the advice was to burn or sink captured ships, rather than waste prize crews in the ships,
which might never get back to the USA. This was not of
course popular, as captured prizes equalled financial gain
later for the whole crew.
It was a strange war, with numbers of licensed US merchant ships from New England carrying grain to Portugal
and Spain, which were not at war with the USA, and
where the American grain fed Wellington’s Armies. Madison’s support in the New England States was very limited.
President Madison’s efforts to capture the much weaker
Canada had failed, (he had been promised Canada by
Napoleon, when Napoleon had beaten Britain) partly because despite some naval successes, total command of
the Great Lakes never passed to the USA, and partly because his strong army was never predominant against the
Canadian and British forces.
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However CSF does state clearly that the Post Office
packet PRINCESS AUGUSTA “would recognise the
DELAWARE for what she was, by her clipper bows and
raking masts and spar deck. There were no other ships at
sea like the big American frigates”.
CSF has DELAWARE act just as a pocket battleship
should, for example not wasting time in capturing HMS
CALYPSO, after using his dismantling shot to disable her,
but going on to devastate the convoy which HMS CALYPSO and her accompanying smaller ships were escorting. It was always possible that a single shot from the disabled but still steadily firing HMS CALYPSO could shatter
one of DELAWARE’s masts. DELAWARE was much more
valuable at liberty, relatively undamaged. Her commerce
raiding cruise in the Caribbean again follows the ideals of
a pocket battleship – and when DELAWARE ends up in a
neutral French port, Peabody does not want to engage
HMS CALYPSO, also in port. His business is commerce
raiding. This was just as the German pocket battleship
GRAF SPEE off the River Plate did not finish off the badly
damaged HMS EXETER and HMS AJAX (the New Zealand Division ship ACHILLES was only lightly damaged),
and risk further damage herself, but sailed for neutral
Montevideo, in December 1939.

Fig. 3. USS PRESIDENT vs HMS ENDYMION

As the RN sent more and more ships to the blockade, the
tide of war turned. HMS SHANNON captured the CHESAPEAKE in June 1813. The ESSEX was captured off Valparaiso, in February 1814 - her armament, mostly short
range carronades, proved ineffective against the long
range 18 pdrs of HMS PHOEBE. The ADAMS was burnt
in September 1814.
Finally the PRESIDENT was captured by a British squadron in January 1815 (Fig. 3) after briefly running aground.
A precise copy of her was made by the RN in 1824, and
she was deliberately flaunted as flagship on the transatlantic station, by Admiral Cockburn, who had burnt Washington – just as the Americans used the captured MACEDONIAN. The new HMS PRESIDENT ended up in the
(British) Thames as London Division RNR’s HQ, and her
name is still used as the RNR HQ in London.
While the fictional DELAWARE was at sea, the RN under
Rear Admiral Cockburn and General Ross captured
Washington, in August 1814, and in retribution for the
symbolic US burning of the administrative parliament
buildings in York, capital of Upper Canada, and other US
atrocities in Canada, they burnt the public buildings - the
President’s house included. It was whitewashed after the
fire, and thus became the White House. The US Navy’s
yard with a frigate under construction, the Senate House
and the House of Representatives were all destroyed and
a large haul of guns and ammunition removed.
It isn’t entirely clear whether DELAWARE is a super frigate or not. As we’ve seen her armament was a mix of a
super frigate’s, and the next size down.
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CONSTITUTION is still afloat in Boston, (Fig. 3 above)
and can be readily visited. She is still officially USS CONSTITUTION, perfectly preserved, and indeed goes to sea
annually. I met her (female) First Lieutenant, in 1998,
while dining in Hardy’s cabin in HMS VICTORY, and she
confirmed the problems the USN had with exploding guns.
She also noted that the city of Boston zealously guarded
“their” ship, in case the USN tried to hijack her, and take
her elsewhere. She was extremely proud of “Old Ironsides” – the first pocket battleship.
Further Reading: “The Naval War of 1812”, Caxton Pictorial Histories, edited by Robert Gardiner, and NAM
Rodger’s “The Command of the Ocean”.
____________________
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RED-HOT SHOT
John Roberts
There was smoke rising from the fort, and not powder
smoke either. Bush realised with something like a quiver
of apprehension that probably it was smoke from a furnace for heating shot; soon the fort would be hurling redhot shot at them…Ten pounds of red-hot glowing metal
lodged in the dry timbers of the ship could start a blaze in
a few seconds…
(RENOWN, chapter seven Lieutenant Hornblower)

With a spare day we decided to visit Fort Royal on the
Island of Saint Marguerite and took a boat out to the island. Apart from Fort Royal the island is largely overgrown
and almost deserted making it an ideal place for exploring,
sunbathing, swimming and picnics (Treasure Island could
so easily have been filmed on the island).

In Hornblower’s day all warships, being built of wood, with
masses of highly combustible ropes, canvas, gunpowder
and tar, greatly feared fire. We know of the almost devastating effect of the Spanish fire ships in Gibraltar, which
saved Hornblower from his rather embarrassing Lieutenant’s exam in chapter eight of Mr Midshipman Hornblower.
In chapter seven of Lieutenant Hornblower the deadly redhot shot from the fort on the point at Samana repulses the
RENOWN, driving her down the bay out of range of those
guns.

Fig 2 Fort Royal

Fort Royal was interesting as you can visit the cell in
which the famous ‘Man in the Iron Mask’ was imprisoned.
His cell was bleak but at least had a window and through
the bars there was a clear view of the mainland. There
was also a little watchtower of the sort described by C S
Forester, on the bastion, in the fort at Samana.

Fig 1 The Renown under fire from the fort at Samana

Last year we were fortune enough to be cruising the
French Riviera onboard the Motor Yacht LEANDER and
were ashore in Juan Les Pins. It was close to the beach
where Napoleon landed from Elba in 1815 for his ill-fated
campaign of a hundred days culminating in the battle of
Waterloo.
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Fig 3 Fort Royal “…on top of the south-west bastion stood a little
watchtower…”

It was whilst exploring the island that we came across two
eighteenth century red-hot shot furnaces, one at each end
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of the island, partially hidden in the undergrowth amongst
the trees, which we investigated. They had been constructed of brick as shown in the photograph, but appeared to have no defensive wall or earthworks round
them.

Fig 5 Red-hot shot being transported to the guns

Fig 4 Red-hot shot furnace

One was still in good condition and you could clearly see
the inclined, very narrow, enclosed channel down which
the cannon balls were rolled towards the furnace below.
They then became stacked, one on top of another, in such
a way that they were being gradually heated up as they
progressed down the channel towards the furnace, each
time one was extracted from below them (rather like the
feed in a ten pin bowling alley). So by the time they finally
arrived in the furnace they were already pre heated. Once
they arrived at the base in the furnace there was space for
two cannon balls to sit side by side so that a pair of balls
could be extracted at a time. The heat of the red-hot shot
was regulated simply by the time they spent in the furnace, which depended on the speed with which they were
extracted from the furnace (if they were too hot the balls
started to deform and could not be fitted into the muzzles
of the guns)

“…The petty officer picked up some rags, and, with them
to shield his hands laid hold of two long handles that projected from the far side of the furnace…When he drew
them out it became apparent that all four handles were
part of a large iron grating, the centre of which rested inside the furnace above the blazing fuel…”
C S Forester goes on to explain how the guns had dry
wads rammed in, then, just before the red-hot shot was
loaded, wet wads were thrust in and rammed down the
bores with club-ended ramrods. With the guns loaded with
red-hot shot Hornblower leaps up on to the rampart of the
Fort of Samana and directs the guns to fire on the Spanish schooners below, creeping towards the sea and
safety. Fig 6 below: Hornblower directs the guns.

There were some loud remarks from the men at the guns,
and one of the shot fell with a thump on the stone floor of
the battery and lay there glowing. Hornblower turned to
Bush with a rueful look on his face, embarrassed and selfconscious. ‘What’s the trouble?’ asked Bush. ‘Those shot
are too hot,’ explained Hornblower. ‘Damn it, I didn’t think
of that. They’re half melted in the furnace and gone out of
shape so they won’t fit the bore. What a fool I was not to
think of that.’
There was a ledge at the foot of the furnace where the
red-hot cannon balls could be rolled out on to an iron grating to be transported to the cannons.
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As we explored the area around the furnaces we realised
there was no longer any sign of the batteries that would
have been sited alongside or close to those furnaces,
possibly they were made up of mobile naval guns, landed
from ships, but long since recovered. The batteries would
have been in strategic positions commanding the approaches to Cannes and Golfe Juan and being hidden in
the trees could have held their fire until approaching enemy warships, raiders or pirates were in close range, although the smoke from the furnaces may have given
away their positions. Fort Royal itself appeared an impregnable fortress but strangely was on the land ward northern
side of the island.

Fig 8 the Dutch schooner sailed serenely on…..

And then Bush saw the schooner swing round presenting
her stern to the battery and heading straight for the shallows…she was afire and deliberately run ashore…her big
white mainsail suddenly disintegrated and disappeared in
the flames… In our case the schooner sailed serenely on.

Fig 7 site of the western battery

One of the best-preserved Red Hot Shot furnaces is at
Fort La Latte in Brittany in Northern France (see Fig 4,
taken from the internet). The photograph shows very
clearly how it all worked with the steep slope down which
the cannon balls would have slid into the furnace.

Note: Three illustrations (Figs 1,5 & 6) come from my Cadet edition: Volume One, Hornblower Goes to Sea, selected from Mr Midshipman Hornblower & Lieutenant
Hornblower), published by Michael Joseph Ltd in 1954.
The artist was Geoffrey Whittam.

C S Forester explains in Lieutenant Hornblower that
though red-hot shot was deadly in naval warfare it was far
too dangerous to be used by ships at sea. Cannon balls
could only be heated in a battery on land as ships constructed of inflammable material could not possibly run the
risk of going into action with a highly flammable furnace
inside them. C S Forester goes on to explain that the
French, in the early days of the French Revolutionary War
had carried out some disastrous experiments to find a
possible way of countering England’s naval superiority. As
C S Forester said
“…after a few ships had set themselves on fire they had
given up the attempt. Seagoing men now left the use of
the heated weapons to shore based artillery…”
As we were investigating the ruins of the red-hot shot furnace a large and beautiful Dutch schooner came round
the point well in cannon range, reminding us of Bush and
Hornblower engaging the Spanish schooner with red-hot
shot
…The guns went off again in an irregular salvo, and Bush
saw a trio of splashes rise from the water’s surface close
to the nearer side of the schooner.
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Hornblower’s Portsmouth
Jetse Reijenga

It was a cold winter's day in Portsmouth; a black frost, and
there was a penetrating east wind blowing down the street
as Bush came out of the dockyard gates. He turned up the
collar of his pea-jacket over his muffler and crammed his
hands into his pockets, and he bowed his head into the
wind as he strode forward into it, his eyes watering, his
nose running, while that east wind seemed to find its way
between his ribs, making the scars that covered them
ache anew. He would not allow himself to look up at the
Keppel's Head as he went past it.

In April 1803 (as it happens in the same month of Hornblower’s wedding!), the inn was totally destroyed by fire
and a public donation was started to rebuild this popular
and historic building. During World War 2 the inn was
again damaged by fire during an air raid in 1941. [2, 3]

The opening paragraph is from Chapter XVIII of Lieutenant Hornblower. It was the 2010 Annual General Meeting
of the Society that brought me to Portsmouth. I booked a
room in Keppel’s Head Hotel, with a splendid view on
HMS WARRIER (1860) and the dockyard gates and decided to trace back the steps of Hornblower and Bush in
Portsmouth, as far as locations mentioned in the books
would allow.
The drawing [1] from 1843 above is “taken” from the sidewalk directly in front of the Keppel’s Head hotel. Little has
changed. The dockyard gates are a little wider at present
and the arc between the golden balls is gone. Also the
right half of the building with the signal tower on top has
been torn down.

His mind toyed with the thought of various ways to continue the conversation in shelter. If "I'm going into the
Long Rooms just here," said Hornblower. "Come in with
me — or are you busy?" ............

The Keppel's Head was one of the seventeen inns on The
Hard in the 18th Century, opening in 1779 with a Mrs
Gauntlett as landlord. The hotel was named in honour of
admiral August 1st Viscount Keppel (1725-1786), who in
1778 hoisted his flag in HMS VICTORY, and was commander of the British fleet at Ushant in 1778 and circumnavigator of the globe with Admiral Lord Anson.
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Someone came out from a side street just in front of him
and turned into the wind ahead of him — a naval officer.
The gangling walk; those shoulders bent into the wind; he
could not help but recognise Hornblower……..

There is and never was a pub called Long Rooms in
Portsmouth, but Long Rooms could equally well have referred to reputed function rooms in a pub of another name,
or a nick name, just as The Keppel's Head was familiarly
known as "The Nut". [4].
"I lodge in Highbury Street. I'll write the address down."
Hornblower turned to a desk in the corner and wrote on a
sheet of paper which he handed to Bush "Would you care
to share my room when next you come? My landlady is a
sharp one. No doubt she will make a charge for a cot for
you, but even so —"
At present none of the houses in Highbury Street seem to
date from 1800, but original cobble stones are still there in
one section of the street (top left picture on next page).
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The men at the drag ropes, with the usual exuberance of
the seaman on land, swung round the corner into the High
Street and headed at the double towards the George, and
with the turn Maria was flung against him and clasped him
in delicious fear.

The eating house in Broad Street was run, as might almost have been expected, by a wooden-legged sailor. He
had a pert son to assist him, who stood by when they sat
at a scrubbed oaken table on oak benches, their feet in
the sawdust, and ordered their dinner.

The church standing on the corner of Broad Street and
High Street, was only a few hundred meters from the
George, once located at number 29/30. The George was
already there in 1716, at that time owned by a man called
Owen Rock. The imposing old hotel was used by many
top-level naval commanders over the centuries. It was
also the terminus for the famed Rocket Stage Coach that
operated between Portsmouth and London.

Broad Street today has several eating houses and some
of the buildings look 19th century but there were no
wooden-legged sailors to be seen. Obviously the Hard
and Broad street were to most likely streets to go for dinner and drink in Hornblower’s days.
Of the other Hornblower books, both Hornblower and the
Crisis and A Ship of the Line refer to Portsmouth locations
as “Maria’s Southsea lodgings” without being more specific. Only Hornblower and the Hotspur provides more
local details, starting with the marriage to Maria.
The George Hotel in the 1920’s

From the moment that he had listened to her, from the
moment that he had returned her kisses, gently, all these
later results, the bridal dress, this ceremony in the church
of St Thomas à Beckett — and the vague future of cloying
affection — had been inevitable.

On Hornblower’s wedding day the HOTSPUR is at the
Hard and early in the next morning of 3rd April 1803 Hornblower sets out to sea and Maria is seeing him off. Hornblower muses on his departure from the George:
Hornblower realized that if he had been an Admiral or
even a distinguished Captain, he would never have been
allowed to leave with so little ceremony; the innkeeper and
his wife would certainly have risen and dressed to see him
on his way. They turned the corner and started on the
steep slope down to the Sally Port (picture below), and it
was borne in anew on Hornblower that he was about to
start out for the wars.

Portsmouth Cathedral as it is commonly called nowadays
was first built in 1185, the original church was dedicated to
Thomas Becket the Archbishop of Canterbury who was
‘famously murdered’ in 1170. Elizabeth 1st worshipped in
St Thomas's church in 1591 but the building faced a turbulent history throughout subsequent centuries [5, 6]. The
church is also mentioned in Flying Colours.
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The previous paragraph is most significant (note the solemn borne anew….) as it directly reflects Nelson’s famous
last steps on English soil before setting off in VICTORY for
Trafalgar, victory and death. On 14 September 1805 Nelson arrived at Portsmouth at, six o'clock in the morning
and had his breakfast at the George. Meanwhile a large
crowd had gathered in the narrow streets outside the hotel
and for that reason Nelson decided to leave the premises
through a back door giving onto Penny Street, then turned
left into Green Row (now Pembroke Street), then walked
through Sally Port and there on the beach near the bathing machines he took a boat to his ship, a scene of departure the subject of numerous paintings. An eye witness
notes with no lack of drama:
... by the time he had arrived on the beach some hundreds
of people had collected in his train, pressing all around
and pushing to get a little before him to obtain a sight of
his face. I stood on one of the batteries near where he
passed and had a full view of his person. As the barge in
which he embarked pushed away from the shore, the people gave three cheers which his Lordship returned by waving his hat. [9]

The ‘RIVER OF TIME’ Sundial
Lawrie Brewer
HOW THE FORESTER’S RANDALL AND THE RIVER OF
TIME INSPIRED THE CREATION OF A SUNDIAL.
‘REFLECTIONS’ has previously recorded how we discovered and tracked down Val Biro, whose name appears on
the dust-jackets of the post WW2 C S Forester novels.
Born in Budapest in 1921 he came to England on his father’s premonition of the troubles ahead. He attended the
Central School of Arts and Crafts and came to design
book jackets for the contemporary great names of post
war English literature. An early commission came from
Michael Joseph for C S Forester.

Presently there are arrows on the sidewalk depicting the
exact route of Nelson’s Last Walk. There can be no coincidence between Forester’s fiction of 1803 and Nelson’s
farewell in 1805. It strongly supports Sanford Sternlicht’s
statement [10] that:
The biography of Admiral Lord Nelson provided the vein of
character and incident which Forester would mine from
1936 to the end of his life for all his books dealing with
fighting sail.
1.http://www.sopse.org.uk
2.http://www.keppelsheadhotel.co.uk/history.html
3.http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HMS_Victory
4.http://www.portsmouthpubs.org.uk/
5.http://www.portsmouthcathedral.org.uk/
6.http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Portsmouth_Cathedral
7.http://www.history.inportsmouth.co.uk/
8.http://www.portsmouthpubs.org.uk/closedpubs2.html
9.http://www.nelson-society.com/
10. Sanford V. Sternlicht, C.S. Forester & the Hornblower
Saga, Syracuse University Press (1999)
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Val Biro let me have the roughs of the original artwork for
Randall and the River of Time, and they feature a sundial.
I have recently moved to a new house in Worcestershire,
with a large, sunny garden under looking Bredon Hill. I
decided to create an actual sundial based on Val Biro’s
design, to feature on my south-facing terrace.
The distinguished silversmith Andy Macgowan made the
sundial in pure copper, 3 mm in gauge and 250 mm in
diameter. The surface-decoration is hand-engraved by
Terry Campbell, a time-served craftsman working in Birmingham’s Jewellery Quarter.
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The minutes are marked at 7 ½ minute intervals, a rather
larger divide than is usual and in keeping with Val Biro’s
artwork. The legend ‘THE RIVER OF TIME’ faithfully reproduces Val Biro’s script design.

That Infernal Monkey
Adrian Taylor
Recently on Monday mornings I have taken to visiting the
local library in order to read such perhaps improving publications as The Times Literary Supplement, The London
Review of Books, The Book and Magazine Collector or
BBC History Magazine.
The Library has some twenty-plus leather armchairs which
are arranged in an orderly fashion between the various
bookshelves and large tables where there are computers
with their earnest operators. It has indeed rather the air of
a gentleman’s club, albeit one for Joe and Tracey public
rather than for Lord Snigsworthy and his chums.
On the whole the library is a fine retreat for those of a studious bent as well as for the more casual reader. But there
is one serious fly-in-the-ointment which must plague all
those who venture there.

Sundial ‘The River of Time’ with lilium ‘African Queen’ in the
background.

The two sides of the gnomon represent river and time.
Classical scrollwork merges into multiple lines illustrating
water, to the one side. To the other, the scroll-engraving
rises from the base and four numbers are engraved, each
from a different period and system: the 1st century Brahmi
‘–‘ which meant 1, a ‘2’ look-alike which is an English 11th
century 9, thirdly an inverted shaped ‘3’ which is a modern
Arabic 4, and finally with a look-alike ‘6’ which is a French
12th century 9. The enquiring viewer may thus figure the
year of the recipient’s birth.

There is a gentleman (employing the term loosely perhaps) who is in evidence whenever I have been there who
talks to himself. On occasion he raises his voice in some
mad crescendo and a word of blasphemy is uttered. As I
try to absorb myself in some intriguing book review I find
all this most extra ordinarily distracting - some saint on a
good day would find it so also. There must have been
complaints, but no action taken lest, perhaps, the library
appears not to be all-inclusive.
This gibbering gentleman at the library calls to mind the
equally gibbering, and no doubt equally annoying, monkey
in CSF’s story Depth Charge from Gold From Crete.

I had to calculate the angle of the gnomon based on the
village of Peopleton’s latitude 52.1542. The ‘true reading’
dates – the 4 days of the year when the shadow accurately shows the time - are 16 April, 12 June, 30 August
and 25 December. I adjusted the variance from magnetic
North on the day of fixing the sundial in position.
My wife Pia has tolerated my interests and enthusiasms
over the years, and the finished work is her gift to celebrate the River of Time. On Christmas Day 2009, the sun
shone brightly in celebration.
_____________________
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The monkey releases one of the depth charges of HMS
Apache in American port and captain George Crowe decides that he is the best man to don a diving suit. Thus he
retrieves the situation by affixing slings to the depth
charge so that it can be raised to the surface.
To quote from Depth Charge (page 41):
That infernal monkey whom he (captain Crowe) had detested throughout the long and arduous campaign was
standing there gibbering triumphantly and waving in his
paw a small glittering object. (the key to the depth charge)

Report from AGM 2010
Ludwig Heuse
The 2010 Annual General Meeting of the C S Forester
Society was held on Saturday, the 25 September in Portsmouth. Our members, who had arrived from within the UK,
the Netherlands, Germany and the US, gathered at 2 p.m.
on the terrace of the Churchillian Pub in the hills north of
the city. A magnificent view over the harbour, the masts of
HMS VICTORY just visible, welcomed us on this autumnal
sunny day. Spithead (famous for being the waters where
Hornblower got seasick) and the Solent with the shores of
the Isle of Wight greeted from the distance.
After a welcome address from the chairman, with special
reference to John Forester, the older son of C S Forester,
who had travelled all the way from California, and special
thanks to Odile and John Roberts, who had helped organizing the meeting, the following formal issues were addressed:
•
•

•

And later (page 46):
Behind him the monkey suddenly chattered from his
perch on the ruins of the after gunhouse.
Damn that monkey, said Crowe. That’s the last mischief
he’ll get up to in this ship, said Hammett.
I’ll wring the little beggar’s neck, shall I, Sir? said the torpedo gunner eagerly.
Oh, let the little devil live replied Crowe wearily. It was not
easy to condemn even a monkey to death in cold blood.
Wonder if they’ve got a zoo here? said the torpedo gunner. P’raps they’d take him.
Maybe so, said Crowe. Then he suddenly remembered
his appointment with Mr. Cockburn-Crossley. Here, get
these things off me.
It is to be hoped that a suitable berth was found on shore
for that chattering monkey. And would it be too much to
expect the Chief Librarian to act with all necessary dispatch and consider the many by dealing with one rogue
frequenter of the library?
__________________
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•

The draft of a new constitution was discussed and
unanimously approved.
The status of the accounts of the Society were presented by our treasurer Lawrie Brewer and unanimously approved. The chairman thanked Lawrie for
consolidating the monies of the Society over the
course of the last year.
Our secretary and webmaster Jetse Reijenga reported that membership of the Society has increased
by 37 members since our last AGM with new members coming from UK, USA, Australia, Slovakia,
Finland, Norway, Portugal etc, the total member count
standing now at 134. He further reported that 3 issues
of our Society magazine Reflections were published
in the interim (October 2009, February 2010, and
June 2010). The chairman thanked Jetse for his secretary- and editorship, extending his thanks to Sue
Napier, who unfortunately could not attend, for supporting Jetse on managing and updating membership
files.
A vote was taken and it was unanimously agreed that
until the next AGM Ludwig Heuse be Chairman, Jetse
Reijenga Secretary, Lawrie Brewer Treasurer and
Sue Napier Membership Secretary. Jetse would continue to serve as Editor and Webmaster.

The official agenda being dealt with and agreed upon we
relocated to nearby Fort Nelson (constructed as one of
several forts in the 1850´s against a feared surprise attack
by French ground troops from the hinterland), where we
witnessed two rounds being fired from a 12 pounder from
Napoleonic, I mean, Hornbloweric times, which may, or
may not, the costumed narrator was not entirely sure on
this, have seen action in the battle of Trafalgar.
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The presentations were followed by an interactive group
discussion of our book of the year Mr. Midshipman Hornblower including an online personality test (see
www.outofservice.com/bigfive/), the results being computed thru majority vote of the attendees on 45 questions
such as “Is sophisticated in art, music, or literature –
strongly agree vs. strongly disagree”. The results of the
character analysis of Horatio Hornblower on a scale 0 100 were as follows:

Back at the Churchillian we witnessed three interesting
presentations. John Roberts talked on Portsmouth Naval
Base, Past & Present, in which he explained, that with the
military threats to the United Kingdom coming from different directions over the centuries the importance of the
naval ports in the South, West and North changed accordingly with Portsmouth being the main naval base and covering the six hundred years of naval rivalry with the
French.
Jetse Reijenga presented on Mr. Midshipman Hornblower
& the Crisis, Ferrol revisited which was especially interesting for those in the audience who had read already the
Ending of the Crisis written by our member Robert Smith
and just published by the Society, as part of the narrative
in both books takes place in Ferrol, the port on the Atlantic
coast in the North of Spain. In Ferrol Jetse located the
place of Hornblower’s captivity as a Midshipman: Castillo
San Filipe, built in 1577. In the picture below it is the foreground. Across the narrow entrance to Ferrol Harbour
(left) you can see Castillo de la Palma (1597). In case of
alarm, a chain connected these two forts.

Openness to experience/intellect scores 53: High scorers
tend to be original, creative, curious, complex; Low scorers tend to be conventional, down to earth, narrow interests, uncreative.
Conscientiousness scores 98: High scorers tend to be
reliable, well-organized, self-disciplined, careful; Low scorers tend to be disorganized, undependable, negligent. He
is very well-organized, and can be relied upon.
Extraversion scores 27: High scorers tend to be sociable,
friendly, fun loving, talkative; Low scorers tend to be introverted, reserved, inhibited, quiet. He prefers spending
quiet time alone.
Agreeableness scores 32: High scorers tend to be good
natured, sympathetic, forgiving, courteous; Low scorers
tend to be critical, rude, harsh, callous. He does not hesitate in expressing irritation with others.
Neuroticism scores 60: High scorers tend to be nervous,
high-strung, insecure, worrying; Low scorers tend to be
calm, relaxed, secure, hardy. He is a generally anxious
person and tends to worry about things.

Lawrie Brewer talked about ships' names in the time of the
Napoleonic wars. He provided an amusing insight into
their origins and even revealed a surprise in CSF's personal choices. A short article will appear in a next issue of
Reflections.
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The last presentation Chateau de Graçay from “Flying
Colours” – located? was based on a visit by Ludwig
Heuse to the upper Loire in France, where, by the way, a
village with the name of Graçay actually does exist. An
article on this will follow in one of the next issues of Reflections.

CORRESPONDENCE
The Society website generates regular correspondence
from members and non-members on anything related to
CSF or HH, facts as well as fiction. How did Brown, Hornblower’s trusted servant spend his youth? The fiction in
the Hornblower books only tells us he went to sea at age
11. Only future fan fiction may tell us more….
Our website’s Links page also generates correspondence.
The link to a complete index to Forester’s magazine publications has mysteriously disappeared, so we are now
working on our own, hopefully with the help of Society
members; see our Links page for progress.

WELCOME TO NEW MEMBERS
This year’s traditional castle steak & kidney pie

Finally, as the lights were already glistening all over Portsmouth, the members, after this busy and exhausting
schedule of listening, talking and sitting still were rewarded with the arrival of this year’s castle pie, the second
in a row of two of our traditional AGM-dish. A nightcap
followed downtown in the bar of the Keppel’s Head Hotel,
the naval officer’s hangout dating back to 1779 (having
booked a room there I wondered whether the blankets had
been changed since then) right at the entrance to the old
naval dockyard and mentioned in Lieutenant Hornblower.
And right there at the waterfront we gathered on Sunday,
a fine sunny morning and took a boat tour of the harbour
passing numerous naval vessels both past and present,
the last activity of this year’s AGM get together.

A special welcome to the following members who have
joined the Society since Reflections 16:
Mrs. Hanneli Seppänen from Finland, Mr. Aaron Bradford
from Australia, Mr Dennis Cockburn from Canada, Mr Kirk
Hammond, Mrs Madeline Flint, Mr Michael Carmody and
Mr. David Brunskill from UK, Mr Donald Hines, Mr Drew
Herman, Mrs Deborah Hobson, Mrs Martha Davis, Mr.
Gary Walker, Mr John St.Clair and Mr. John Griffin from
USA and Mr. Jost Geweke from Germany.

NEXT IN REFLECTIONS 18

The date for next years AGM was set for Saturday 10
September 2011, the location to be decided upon.

Next issue (expected early 2011) will announce the bookof-the-year for 2011, suggestions for which can be made
by sending an e-mail to chair@csforester.eu
Future topics for articles in Reflections:
Ships' names in the Napoleonic wars, Images of a Hero,
Forester & Poetry, Eyes of the Admiralty, The Ship & the
General, Chateau de Graçay from Flying Colours – located?

For further details of official Society matters dealt with at
the AGM please refer to the Minutes which were distributed to all members. Additional photos are to be found on
the website.
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